A Saudade Portuguesa

Trabalhos práticos alunos
http://www.tvi24.iol.pt/videos/sociedade/um-jantar-inspirado-em-contos-sombrios/5925deed0cf2004cbd40d4bf
http://blogues.publico.pt/olhos-barriga/2017/05/22/um-jantar-sobre-o-tumulo-de-angela-carter/
http://lifestyle.sapo.pt/sabores/novidades/artigos/estoril-dentro-do-quarto-sangrento-o-jantar-e-de-conto-de-fadas
https://www.publico.pt/2017/10/29/sociedade/noticia/a-virgem-o-marques-sadico-e-um-crime-a-mesa-1790014

Sociedade

https://receivingperceiving.wordpress.com

Projectos

https://vimeo.com/194376467

I Conferência Internacional em Food Design e Food Studies: Experiencing Food Designing Dialogues

XIII Encontro Química dos Alimentos

Investigação

Comunicações orais
“A Saudade” – Designing a food narrative. Feeding the senses
(Making sense of food - exploring the food experience - Oxford University)

O processo criativo: a saudade portuguesa à mesa”
(4º colóquio DIAITA – Da mesa dos sentidos aos sentidos da mesa)

Artes visuais
“A Saudade” – Food Storytelling | Creating new sensory memories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmA16yXK-4g
(Creative Taste Buds Symçosium, Denmark, 2017)

http://labcom-ifp.ubi.pt/files/experiencing-food
https://www.facebook.com/fa.ulisboa/videos/10155949073139074/

Artigo
“Angela Carter: Receiving Literature
through Food & Design”
(Proceedings of the 1st International
Conference on Food Design and Food Studies
(EFOOD 2017), Taylor & Francis
Gastronomic and
Literary Tourism
Performance,
Communication
and Culture
Alcinda Pinheiro de Sousa,
Maria José Pires
Gastronomic and Literary and Tourism | Performance, Communication and Culture is an experimental programme for those
interested in developing these forms of tourism, inherently
transdisciplinary, both focused on the various multisensory
forms of reading. And why not dare to read literary texts involving all kinds of perception in a deliciously unstable equilibrium? Actually, artistic forms and creative gastronomical
practices have always cross-fertilised through the ages. The
aim of this programme is to recreate the literary texts in a
performative way through gastronomy in order to enhance
the fact that both poet and cook work to create metamorphoses and illusion, in Ronald Tobin’s own words (“Qu’est-

Artigo
“A Saudade Portuguesa”. Designing a dialogical food narrative ”
(Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Food Design and Food Studies (EFOOD 2017), Taylor & Francis

ce que la Gastrocritique?” 2002).
This programme originated from Literary and Cultural Tourism and the emphasis was on the development of the inter-relations between literature, culture and tourism. There was a
concern about contributing to one of the fast-growing sectors of the travel industry and as such the recognition of new
models of development in intercultural communication that
would promote diverse partnerships. Likewise, Gastronomic
and Literary Tourism challenges partners to collaborate in developing, performing and communicating through innovative cultural approaches.
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